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Conversation for Listening - Sophia Sagaradze

(Sophia Sagaradze): You should be ready.

- (Lukas Quist Lund): [I am ready. Okay, so the first question, which is kind of the first

question that most people get is when we are now about to have a conversation about

listening and for listening,] where does that start for you? Where does the idea of

listening and your own practice with listening start? Do you have some place, where

you like to return to or [whatever really]?

[Definitely listening like for example now, like where I am.] So I am not thinking about

listening to music or listening to something pre-made, but just listening to nature or where I

am. That is the first thought that comes to me when you are mentioning listening. The

presence around me.

- What is presence for you?

Feeling alive and I think that is what I have realized recently, that actually sound makes me

feel that I am alive. [Because I think you can have a, I don't know, I feel like if I am going to,

I am not going to be able to hear.] It is going to be more scary than if I am going to just get

blind and not touch anything. But I will be able to hear because it is more like real time for

me, that part. And it is about like, it is so short, so small and so powerful with all the

information that comes to your ears, that is processed in your brain without knowing that it is

processed in your brain.

- [Do you separate sensing and processing of sound from this sensing and processing of

image? ]

[Definitely.]

- [Why? How? ]

[ It is just perception is kind of like in front of you and a lot of things at the same time. ] And

like it is so slow, the image. Like for example observing the painting or observing the movie

or observing what we have in front of us. I can observe, I have time to observe. But with
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sound it is always like, it is just now, it is life now. And then it is past already or it is

something that you, yeah, it is just now. [It is the most like feeling of the life for me. ]

- [But then, just to like challenge that a bit because] what about the sounds that are in or

traveling from the past? [They are still there, they are still influences in some way I

would imagine. But now it feels like you are not excluding them but you are just like,

I am all about now. But how does the sound of the present influence you in the now

and also the sounds of the future? ]

[No, it is just, I don't know, it just becomes so quickly the past, which is beautiful also and

you can imagine. But it makes like,] I don't know, it is the most difficult at the same time for

me because maybe you can have a dream and then you see all these images in a different way.

But with the sound it is the most difficult. [And then also with the researches it sees that

when you observe the art, I don't know, sculpture or painting, it is like you have time to

observe. But when you are on the continent listening to music, it is just so, it is like

developed so much in the, you don't really analyze what was in the past, it just influences

your emotion and it goes somewhere. But it is just more, yeah, I don't know, it is difficult. ]

- [Yeah, it is like this tension between either you analyze or you are like aware of that

process or you are like submissive to that process.] And you are just trying to find a

way to be in that maybe submissive relationship with the sound. Because it is just

happening and you cannot really do too much.

Yeah, you can't stop like, stop this sound, like it will never, you can't stop it.

- [It has already happened, but you think that. ]

Either it will come or it happened. So there is no stop.

- Is that the same with life? Is there no stop to life?

[Yeah, yeah, exactly, it is life. ]
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- [I just imagine like that guy at the party pressing stop and somebody is like crying

out, that is suicide, you just killed life. ]

[ Yeah, yeah, you can't stop. It is just beautiful. I think it is the most difficult. And it is like

for me listening is the, I still train myself.] It is the most untrained part, even though that I am

a musician, I think that I forget how much information I get from sound. Like you see

somebody walking, you see you avoid, but with sound unconsciously you are doing, but you

don't really consciously realize, [ah, this car just passed me from the right side, like someone

is closer to me or not. ]

- But how do you train listening?

[Technically I think I am trying to close my eyes and then I am trying to listen. And it doesn't

happen always, it is the same also watching something, like] you can't always absorb all the

information. And that is also nice, I always when I talk with my students, I also say like,

yeah, our brain filters, our brain compresses sometimes some information, otherwise

probably we would get mad if we would hear all the small noises around that we have.

- [I think it would be fair to assume that our mind is so well skilled in compromising ]

and filtering information that we don't even have a very good sense of what

information is out there.

Exactly, exactly. Which is a good skill of the brain.

- [The brain can relax and sleep.]

Exactly, we are able to sleep, [but at the same time it is nice to remember that, yeah, there are

a lot of sounds around me, sometimes] maybe I am going to open this door and not going to

sleep yet, but we will be happy to hear, observe the small details and find something small

inside the, I don't know, inside the nature or around me or in the music as well, and that is

why I like that.

- [What other, that was kind of the technical way of training listening, what other ways

are there? For you? ]
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[For me, no, just enjoying the, like one is like closing eyes, but at the same time, like just

letting myself enjoy with the sound, like something that is around me, like I don't know, this

bike sounds now, like] just like zooming with my ears.

- [You said that you are letting yourself, like don't you feel that you are allowed to

enjoy the sounds normally? ]

[No, but if you are not aware sometimes, you don't really enjoy it, just like past, it is just

normal thing, but sometimes you are just like laying on your bed and hear something is

dropping in the kitchen, but it is like, okay, I actually hear now that this is dropping and it

sounds cool.]

- [To stop up and give a time and space. ]

Like zooming. Appreciation. [Because your ear can also like zoom into this sound, then all

your feelings and brain is involved,] because microphone that can't do that, my microphone

just catch whatever, and then I can be a conductor of my listening [and can be like, no, this

should be more, like same what happens in the club, that so loud music, but then you talk

with your friend and you hear more your friend's speech than DJ playing something.]

- [And the same could be said about just this conversation, this recording, the question

of what does this recording not get at all. There is a lot of things, like the smell, the

green grass, and those two things definitely influence the sound and the receiving of

it.]

- [Yeah, definitely. So you don't get that microphone. ]

[I get, I also like the microphone thing, because ] for a microphone everything is equal, kind

of.

- [Yeah? In what way?]
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It's just that we tend to listen to something, like focus or more bias of what to listen. [

Microphone is just like, I'm getting whatever I'm getting. What is loud, it's loud. What is low,

it's low. Yeah. I'm getting whatever. I'm not getting that thing. ] It also depends on my mood,

it depends on which day it is. It's also beautiful, because every time you just wake up with the

new ears, you're living your beautiful life or terrible life.

- [Do you feel you can sense that in the way you receive sound, rather not the life

you're living is like beautiful or terrible? ]

[I think it is. I think it depends. It's the same like when sometimes you listen only this kind of

music, and the next day you're happy you're listening this kind of music. I don't know,

sometimes you just go up and you're like, oh my God, everything is so like, these birds

sounds are beautiful. And sometimes you just go out and you even can't really realize that

there are a lot of birds singing around you. Yeah. It's like your mind, and if you're tired or

something, or if you're nervous, or if you're stressed, then the small dropping sound might be

annoying. And if you're happy, it might be like, oh. ]

- [But I think in the same way as you say the microphone is equal in terms of not

having these emotions. I always say that that lack of human sensibility in the

microphone is also a proposition. And my proposition is also in some way equal

because I do not control my emotions.] I do not necessarily control the position that

I'm in. There are so many things influencing my listening, [so I'm not even, you know,

unjust. There are certain things I can influence, but what I receive or do not receive is

also in some way like just this flat equal level of what is actually just there in the

world.]

[Exactly. But every time,] I think every day you have a different equalizer in your ears. But at

the same time, you can train in that to open those. [That's why maybe like this listening

technique or listening observation gives you like,] okay, can I just sit down now and be more

attentive?

- [That's also a nice word, attentive. Could you say something more about that? ]
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[Attention? Yeah. That's actually listening one of the biggest attention, like listening needs to

be attentive.] If you're not attentive, you're not able to see all the details.

- [But also in terms of when do you struggle with or when do you experience a high

degree of being attentive in your own practice? Like when do you see this in other

people? When do you see it in yourself? When is it not there? What is your own

experience?]

I don't know. Honestly, I think it's more, yeah, it depends. [I'm always wondering sometimes

like when I'm going to the concert, for example, like when sometimes it's just like I'm just

closing my eyes and] even though the work is not that something special, it's still beautiful to

listen to. [And it depends, like me being, me trusting what am I hearing and then letting them

to share all the details. But I don't know, recently I've started that I miss, because in this busy

21st century life, you are just like with your headphones, you are just like, it's so crowded

places, like a lot of information, so it's difficult to hear the details. So I think what I miss and

when I think that I'm listening is that when it's quiet, when it's,] I mean, more like close to the

nature, that I actually there are few details and I can just observe, because if it's like super

loud place, then it's difficult too. [And then the small details are more beautiful. ]

- [Maybe it's also fair to note that the increase of, well noise is a difficult word, but the

increase of noise globally is quite a lot, like every year there is globally more noise in

the cities, within the industries, within products making sound, which is crazy.]

That's true and then also at the same time I'm thinking like I'm still a city girl, born and raised

in a big city [and still living in not that big in Aarhus right now, but still big in the center. So

it's still like, I know that I need that noise. It's not like I might get crazy if I'm going to move

in the countryside and I can't, because it will be super,] but I need to go sometimes there and

rest and listen and then maybe come back in this noise, because noise also, it's not, I'm not

saying it's not beautiful, it's sometimes beautiful and important.

- [And that's also a personal thing, because I kind of grew up on the countryside and I

guess we would say that it was quiet, but I would more say it was different kind of

sounds. Like I think if you took some kind of recorder and you were like measuring

how much sound if they hear, ] I think maybe the volume is less, lower, but the
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intensity of sound, like if you listen to the ground, you have the same feeling of sound

just overtaking you [ from all sound direction and also the diversity of sound. ]

Yeah, it's diverse, it's more shaped.

- Yeah, and for me that's equally overwhelming in some way. [Like often in the city, I

feel there's a lot of noises, sounds that I can excuse myself from.] I can say it's okay

that I teach my mind to filter off the cars and the bikes and other people talking, these

things, there's just too many. I cannot over comprehend it, so I can just take it out. It's

okay that my mind does that. But I feel, at least where I grew up, or in nature, it's like

my mind will not do that. I cannot tell my mind to de-listening from nature. It's like it

will listen to all the sounds and I cannot tell it not to do that. [ It's like, fuck you, I will

do it anyway. ] So sometimes I feel it's more overwhelming to actually be in a nice,

quiet nature space. [Yeah, yeah, but why are you overwhelming? Yeah. Because I

cannot choose the filter. ]

You forgot your filter, you lost your filter. Now you only have your city filter.

- [Maybe that's true. City compressor. Yeah. Noise for you, what is your relationship

to that? Do you feel that noise is something you are battling with or are you co-living

with noise? Or what is going on there? ]

I love noisy sounds, but I don't like loud sounds. So I'm pretty sensitive if it's loud, but if it's

more like a weird, noisy-ish sound that is small and I feel like, okay, there are different

details, it's out of tune, [you know, then I like. But I don't like, I don't, it's the same with life

generally. ] If it's big, it doesn't mean that it's the best.

- [ No, no. It's rarely. Yeah. ] What is big listening?

[Big listening?]

- [Is there such a thing? ]
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[I don't know, actually. Now I'm just like big listening. Maybe, yeah, I mean, I will probably

go back like, yeah, ] being able to take out yourself from where you are [and then be like,

okay, I can actually observe all of the details around me and then] being able to zoom

wherever you want. [That might be a big listening. Maybe also take out this emotion, so it's

more like, okay, awareness of where I am and what is around me and how am I play with,

how am I,] how can I play with those, being a big conductor with what comes. [ That might

be big listening, I don't know.]

- [So like kind of like the vastness.]

[Yeah, around. ]

- [Is small listening then the opposite?]

Small listening? I don't know. Yeah, no, I don't know what can be opposite also. [But there's

one way you can bring the small listening in a negative way that you are not like, you're only

seeing the like just few details while you're listening. And, or another way is to say you just

only listen one thing, one stuff and that's what you can hear. The rest of them are blurry. ]

- [But I like like, it's not fair now, but before when you were talking about big listening,

] I really wanted to comment on your hand gestures, because in some way it was an

important point that could not go on the record, because there's like this sort of

movement around. And it was very, you know, physical, sort of like…

BIG.

- Yeah, it was like, taking in the world in its vastness and greatness. [And I just, I like

that. Because for me,] listening is so much also the gestures and the physicality of the

world. [And so often it's like this thing is this, I don't know, abstract. Very simple

mental thing that you do. But for me,] it's more the matter and the vibration and

knowing that you are in a world where you're not alone.

[But actually so physical.]
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- [It's very physical.]

[But listening is so abstract, it's like physical. You just can't see, but it doesn't mean like it

touches you.] Like the molecule is moving and it touches you. [Yeah, yeah. So that's a bit like

also, what is, that's a good point, because actually what I had this workshop, Bang & Olufsen,

that was actually that we were like again talking about that, like acoustic parts. And then I

also have like, I really want to research more and more like audio tactile relationship. And

now I realize that it's the same.] It's just like touching. It's just touching you at least 40 hertz

per second or something, [you know, it's. Yeah. That's great. Thank you.]

- [I think like I also want to go further because one thing is like just pointing to the

logics of sound being a physical thing. Yes. Changing and shaping. Yeah. Like

vibration change and shape matter. Yeah. There's no other way to understand it. And

then listening is both that,] but listening is then also this emotional and relational way

of being in the world. But that's also physical. [Yeah. You cannot be rational in a

non-physical world. Yeah. But like it is there and is always shaping the things that

we are with. And I don't know why I just often feel that language is not sensible.]

[No. Yeah. It's definite. Like with music, what we do also is sometimes that you can't really

translate it in the music. ]

- [Or maybe we can. Maybe just not putting in the effort. I don't know. Because I also

think... ]

[Yeah, that's true.]

- [I think there are certain things that we cannot say with words. That's fair. Yeah. But

sometimes it's also just an easy answer to say that. Yeah. Oh, we cannot say it with

words. Well, try. Yeah. ]

Or maybe it's more romantic.

- [Yeah, yeah, yeah. Exactly. ]
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[Just like expressing the sound. Or you have an extra layer.] So you think about something

and then you listen to music and then it just doubles the emotion. [Yeah, and maybe one thing

is being able to use the words for it.]

- [Another thing is maybe being able to recognize other things than words as being

something that is said. Yeah. ] Like a touch or gesture or anything really.

[That's true. ]

- [So since we are... This is a conversation about listening and it could be on so many

other things. And you said that you wanted to train to be a better listener. Yeah.

Why?] Why is listening something that matters? Why is listening to you of value?

[For me listening is also not the… It's the same like when you have a conversation you also

listen another person. You know? And then I was also thinking like everything like sound

engineering, composing, performing, going to the concert, having a conversation with

someone. It's just like listening. In an abstract way, in a physical way, everything. Like listen

to me when you are saying. You are also not saying that I listen to me just this like the

sounds. But also what am I saying? So I think that like everything is more like super deep,

way deeper than we think it is. And then what I feel is that] I became so busy and I have a

period where I can't really listen. I'm just doing stuff. So I feel that's really important...

Because while I'm really listening I'm just like trying to be present. Probably being like I'm

here. [ This is what is happening around. Like be here. And then yeah. Then I think that's

why it's important for me to have as part of my life or train or put an effort that yeah you're

gonna listen. And you're gonna try to find something new. New sounds around you're like

being…] I mean now sitting outside I'm really happy. It's like it's beautiful. It's more beautiful

than us having this conversation inside the cafe where it's super crowded and all the people

are talking.

- [Yeah. Now I feel bad because what I really should have done is] even before starting

a conversation about listening is like asking. Under which circumstances do you like a

conversation for listening? Should we be walking? Should we be laying down?

Should we be at the beach? Should we be drunk? Like what does it take to have a

good conversation for listening? [Yeah. And I didn't even ask that. Yeah sorry.]
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[ I don't know but you picked the best part.]

- [Yeah but I think the funny thing is that I have never really asked anyone about that.

And quite often because we are about to have a conversation for listening people do

sort of like nudge certain things to happen. Yeah. Like either you do lay down. Yeah.

Like the other person say well I want to lay down in order to have this conversation.

Yeah. Or they are like well I do actually like this office space. Yeah. Like this is my

space. I like to be in here or like yeah. It's like happening anyway in some way. But I

still feel bad. Because maybe you really wanted to be like I don't know joking while

talking about listening. ]

[No. Definitely not.]

- [Yeah. I was curious about that idea of like too busy to listen. Yeah. ] Because the

consequences of that is when you are too busy to listen, are you then also too busy to

be present, too busy to be alive?

[Exactly. ]

- [That's crazy. And I think like for you the busyness is like what's holding back the

listening. I resonate with that a lot like I also experience the busyness. But also other

things like if I'm I don't know emotional fatigue or something. Listening is hard. ]

I can't even listen to music if I'm super stressed. [Yeah. And that's what I feel sometimes like

oh Sofia you're stressed because you even don't turn on music in the morning. And when I'm

on the happy mood and like everything is beautiful and I'm relaxed and happy I'm just like

okay let's have some beats and dance and enjoy life and sing. That's like super connected. ]

And I'm not that good a music listener. I think I'm a good listener generally, like observing

objects around me. [But like not Meloman thing like not don't know a lot of things which I'm

not proud of that. But same time also kind of proud of that. But I feel like it's also me my

life. And then yeah it's the same like if I can't listen so I'm stressed or I'm not present or it's

like it's a life. So if you're going backwards then you realize okay this is actually connected to

that one and that one and that one.] And then like everything is the same and I always have
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the connections to my work life and my private life and my… this life. And everything is

always in the same form or the same shape in a different form. I don't know [like in the like

there are so much similarities] if there is something that doesn't work in ‘work life’ similar

logic doesn't work in private. [Like this so it's like me everywhere. And I also like because

I'm honest. So I'm not different person in different places. It's beautiful also.]

- Is honesty a tool to listen? [Do you need to strive to be an honest human being in

order to listen well? ]

I'm not sure about honesty but definitely about trusting.

- [Yeah. ]

[The trust is definitely. If you don't trust and I will maybe go more to the art side. But when

you listen someone's composition or piece if you don't trust them.]

- [Like trust them personally? ]

[No. They're doing their work so like following their work and trust and listen in a way and

not like being. If you're skeptical you're never gonna like it. You will definitely find

something that is not good. Definitely generally in art I would say. So like trust that like I'm

here without extra like questions. I'm just like honestly here presented. Maybe it's.]

- [Also because what you I feel that you hint at is like you want the trust because what

we basically want in some way is like love and care. But like we want good stuff out

of the world. Yeah. So if we search for the opposite if we are too skeptical if we do

not care about each other or the world we sort of like hinder the listening to take

place.]

[Yeah. And then honesty part can come as a composer like that. When I create something

when I put something when I'm honest and then I think the work works. Yeah. And if I'm not

honest and] if I'm not really trusting my feelings then work doesn't work. So what I do is not

that valuable a project.
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- [Maybe you can dive further into that like your projects and your practice because you

are a composer. You do create sound and you work with sound and put them together.

Would you say more about what it is that you do and then what role or what

significance listening has in doing what you're doing.]

[Maybe I'm trying to trying to analyze things and then translate in a different frequencies or

different shape of the sound and then let people to listen to that. And then let people to be

present and then let people to see the world in kind of my color colors or sound colors. I think

that's] I don't know. I always ask and I guess my answer is different every year. And because

I'm also changing what is my way also to expressing my feelings or their feelings or just no

feelings but like what is around us. I don't know. It's just it's also beautiful [and beautiful also

sometimes how audience or how ask me as an audience as well. I need to listen something to

find something what I have inside me like reading books. You know like if you read books

sometimes. ]

- [Is there more to it than that your practice and your work is centered around you.

Because well it's not meant as a critique but like this idea of like I was analyzing and I

wanted to show people my feelings and how I see the world in colors.] And I was just

wondering that because sound is to have something more than you, is it then really

about you?

It's not about me. But if I'm doing it, it is still anyway through me or from my angle. [ You

press it. So exactly. So that's and I'm aware and it's from my angle. It doesn't mean that it's

only angle that people can perceive. That's why it's nice to have a like. ]

- [But then again because now I'm just you know that annoying philosopher. How can

one person claim an angle of music.] Isn't it more like the sound of the music just

expressing themselves through you. [ Because my point is that that sound is just like a

bigger thing than you.] You are the product of sound and not the other way around.

[Exactly.]

- [ So when something is experienced through the sound when somebody listening to it.

It's not with your angle. It's so much more.]
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[Exactly. We also me also trying to find my myself in my music.] It's not only like me

expressing but I'm also creating something and then finding myself staying as a listener as

well. [ Me exploring my music. Oh my God. Look at these are the details.]

- [Because I even didn't think about that. But look this is what has happened. Yeah

because there's something truly beautiful about it. Because that is something greater

than oneself. You can really discover so many like it's very giving material. It's a

material so generous with layers and complexity. ]

[Yeah definitely. So you can just try and then you find some other extra details and layers in

your music. That's why I like your music. It's a bit like. ]

- Yeah I know.

You know.

- Yes.

But I totally agree.

- The recording does not know.

Yeah. Exactly. [So that's the. Yeah that's interesting topic. And that's why I'm feeling that.

Yeah trust and how people gonna perceive. I also perceive my music like one day in a

different way another day in a different way. So it's also like what is their mood. How they

can see all the spectrum. Not everyone can see everything.] Like maybe they can perceive all

the colors. They only see like two colors. You have 10. Someone can see 2. Someone can see

7. Someone can see 20.

- [And then just because I guess what you are kind of referring to as the audience. And

now we know each other practice. This idea of going to a concert or artistic

performance. Or you have this setting with either the museum or a concert hall. You

have tickets being bought and audience coming. For me that is not necessarily killing
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the listening. But it dictates a very narrow spectrum of what it means to listen.] That

by coming in as an audience not all emotions are welcome there. Not all kinds of

movements are welcome there. You have to suppress certain memories and things

that exist in that room. [And of course no room is completely free or whatever. But I

really feel that quite often the circumstances under which you try to listen to music is

crazy. They are so bad. Just like what would people imagine having people sitting still

close to each other. Forced to look in one direction. Unable to do anything. And if

they did anything everybody would look bad at them. It's kind of like a wondering. If

you want to see this complexity of the pieces, of the work. If you want to really

engage with how everything is being shaped by sound. I just wanted to do something

else. And then sit down and look forward and listen in one direction. ]

[No that's true. I actually try. No I agree. At the same time sometimes it works in that way.

Sometimes it should be in that way. Sometimes you want to feel in…] Maybe you find

creativity more in the frames than without the frame.

- [That's fair. Alright. Yes.]

[But by myself I'm more into this immersive audio. So that's also one way of approaching in

a different way of perceiving sound. So the people have surround sound system. People are in

the center. So it's not about stage. It's about them being inside everything. Having

installations where they control whenever they want to enter. And whenever they want to

leave. So give them a bit more flexibility to decide what they want to listen. How they want

to listen. How they want to interact. But sometimes you just analyze. Sometimes you just

don't want.] Sometimes you also need to help them to listen in a way that might open a new

door for them. If they're going to keep only doing what they want. Maybe they're never going

to discover a new way of listening. So sometimes maybe it's also good to put people in this

big concert hall. [Silent listening only to this music.]

- I'm glad that you are defending some good points within that. [Because they are there

too. Exactly.]
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[But I'm more into unconventional ways of listening. Because by myself also time perception

for me is a bit different. I don't like the too long concerts anymore. I want me to be more in

charge of listening.]

- [That kind of invites a question I have in my mind for a few times. I'm really

interested in] how I can invite others carefully into a listening space. How can I help

them in order to do this? How can I be the good guy offering a space and time for

listening. Where they can listen on their own terms. And not by the terms or ideas of

listening projected by me.

[But at the same time maybe offer them a way. Be more like look these are the ways and then

are the ways.] And then they decide.

- [So like offering like... ]

Training. Training. Because people don't know. Sometimes [if you are not going to say like

you need to sit down in the middle. And observe this kind of sounds. They maybe never

going to discover it. ] So sometimes it's also education. Training. So you need to help. You

need to be a bit like... You know… help to… how to jump in the water and swim. If they are

never going to jump into the water. [They were never going to try that.]

- [So staying with that.] Which waters of listening do you jump into in order to educate

yourself? Do you have some tips?

For other people to jump in?

- [Yeah like where do you go and then we can test the wonderful place of Sofia's

listening. ]

No idea. I always start like... Suggesting first listen where you are now. Like right now. It's

impossible. They are never going to find a place where they can't hear anything. So just stop.

And stay. hey look this is so beautiful now this small dog.. [ Doggo. I was trying to run up the

hill but failed. Exactly like hear that. I mean better to be outside and have all this like life.

Because it's also kind of it helps you that... ] What is the life of that question? [Like okay
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people are just like keep biking.] Doggo is running. Some people are discussing something.

Going home stressed. But that's life. So listen where you are. And then maybe... Then maybe

I don't know. I right now really want to be in the forest. That's what I kind of miss. Like in

mountains. But I just miss that and that's why. So I'm not sure if it's like the way they need to

jump. If they are already in the mountains. [So maybe…]

- [ It's quite sad to think about where we are sitting right now. Right here. There is not

a forest or a mountain within I don't know. 500,000 kilometers or something. That's a

long way to Sweden. That is a proper one. But I really like this description.] That it's

all about life really. [That's a good one. But that listening and the work that you want

to do and strive for. It's not about I don't know. Like certain traditions or skills. It's

very pure in a good sense. That is very simple just about the now and the life. And

what those two things mean. This might be very different. But there's no filters.

There's no sort of like middle argument that we need to settle before we can go there.

It's just no. It's about life.]

But actually, this is something I learned pretty late.

- [that. In the beginning it was more like. ]

[ No not yesterday. It was more like I create something new. And something like the

technical is so difficult. You know like thinking about how cool product you can do. And

then you forget that.] Does it resonate to me? What am I really doing? What is my goal? [

Like is it like best project? Or it's just like this is how I feel now.]

- [Yeah because in a perhaps theoretical framework. Of putting in life into the matter.

Then you have the resonance. As this criteria or this practice or methodology of what

to do. ]

[Exactly.]

- Because what do we resonate with? [ We resonate with life. With the whole entity of

the world. Alright. ] Well you are like a guru.
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[I just have super deep talks now.]

- [But maybe then to stay critical towards that. Because. In so many ways I agree. But

maybe also like a wrapping up note. It's super difficult. ]

Oh it's so difficult. No, no, I'm not… It's a dream that I'm talking about right now. [It's not

always like that. But at least I'm honest that I have this as a goal. Because of course there will

be some like. Oh it should be this way and that way.] You learn more and then you are

getting more doubts. You learn more and then people experience that. Also as a composer I

think. We are all ambitious in a way. That we all want to create something new. [So it's more

like. ]

- [ Those people.]

[Yeah those people. We just say it and we are just. ]

- [ Then you have set yourself up to fail in some way. Because if it is about life. Like

new in life.] I think life will just laugh at your face. [Like you have no idea what new

is. Exactly. ] Who are you, to think you are inventing new things in life?

[Exactly this loop. ]

- [You have to die before you even make a comment. ]

[Exactly. Which is also the whole beauty of that. Believing that you. But it is still new

because it is through you. And you are unique. ]

- [Yes new for you.]

[Exactly.]

- [For the whole grandness of life. It may not be newness.] But for you living life. And

discovering life. There are a lot of new feelings all the time. [That might also be a

note to how to train listening. Just go out and live life.]
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[ Great recommendation. Just live life. ]

- [Culturing the skill of having friends. Culturing being a good human. Going to sport

as well as going for a walk. ]

Slow down.

- Going to work is also training for listening. But it is the wholeness that matters. It is

not you saying this is more important than that. But the wholeness of living life.

Going to a funeral as well as giving birth. So where does that leave us? [Is there

something that is important for you to share about listening? Something like hey

people this is something we don't talk enough about. ]

[I think we talked actually. ]

- [About those things? Yes. Is there then opposite a thing that you feel that we always

talk about listening. But it is really just annoying.] Is there something we give too

much attention to within the topic of listening?

[No I don't think because I still think it is not that. We are still not that much aware how

much. Alright. ]

- [ So I will come back in a few years when this conversation has spread out the

listening. And you will be like so now this is too much. That and that. ]

No more listening. [But I still think we still need to learn that.]

- [I agree. Something I like to put into these conversations and also to the format of

framing them. Because I am lazy so I just ask you. What should be important to note

on for the reader?] What influenced this conversation, this time and space for you?

[So what kind of sentence?]
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- [Just like what elements around you, in you that is very present at this conversation.

But that you would like to be in the conversation. In terms of words. ]

Life, presence, those kinds of details I think.

- [What about more concretely in terms of you arriving, us two meeting, where we are

sitting. Because a lot of these things are unknowable to the reader. ]

They definitely should know where we are sitting. I think it also inspired me, that is why I

talked a lot. I think that was more inspiring. These bikes passing us, this doggo running. Still

close to nature, even though it is still not that much. But it is still something to compare. We

have the green, you see the green, you see the trees. You see the couple walking.

- [Yeah, absolutely. Because I have been sitting here and fragmentizing these things.

Seeing all the things individually. But now I realize,] all the things we talked about,

we just took them right in front of us.

[Exactly, exactly.]

- [There was no analyzing, there was just passing on information. Reflecting, exactly.

We are just reflecting what has happened now.]

And then also like me and you sitting now and forgetting that we are super busy. You know

all this life, need to go home or need to go somewhere. It is just like presence. I am here

having a conversation with you that is about life and not about work. [For you maybe a bit

work, not about for me at least. ]

- [It is good work. Unpaid but good work. ]

[Yeah, exactly. So being more like, that is what I miss also. I miss this kind of like, you have

a conversation with your friend. Maybe I should start having interviews with my friends. To

have a deep more view.]

- [Or maybe just because I don't have friends, so I go out and interview people.]
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[That can be also. ]

- [Maybe we don't need the answer for that. But I think it is nice because things to note

on for the reader really also help the conversation.]

[Definitely, definitely. ]

- [Because we didn't, like now we are saying it out loud as a meta note. But even before

we were talking about being busy, frustrating things, where we come from, where we

are going. Also like where we just came from before this and where we are going

right after this. ] So it all comes, it all influences.

[Yeah, exactly. It was just like a natural part of it. Same like also busyness, also life.]

- [Also because how could it not be? More curiously,] how would a conversation

stripped from all of that be? [Maybe you should meet up in a white gallery and don't

say hi and just start the recording and then speak and then stop talking.]

[Yeah, and see what's going to be after two years. Me and you burned out. Being like, okay,

we just close our ears and not going to listen.]

- [Oh, you're still alive. That's interesting. Talk to me about you still being alive. ]

[Still listening people. Yes. Like other people also listening us. ]

- [Yeah, there must be. So do you have a last remark or comment? Something we

haven't talked about, but that you are sad about we didn't talk about. We don't have

time to talk about, but just want to point out. ]

No, actually not right now.

- [Not right now.]
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It would be nice actually to talk after two, three years. [Just know all the questions and then

see how am I going to answer. ]

- [ That can be interesting. That would be interesting. All right, we have a deal. ]

Yeah, that's my last comment. Talk to me after three years.

- [So even that was your last comment. For my own sake. I'm also curious, like, how

do you then just feel right now after this conversation?]

[I feel so good, actually. Actually, I needed that. I feel everything what we have right now

feels real. Feels like life. And I think also today I have been like pretty emotional. So I think ]

it was nice to let this emotion go and remind yourself why you do stuff and why you don't do

stuff. And what are the values of your life? Also not only work as a listener, but life. Why

am I doing all those things and all the conversations? [ I think it was really good.] I'm really

glad.

- I'm a little bit sad that I didn't have a little camera filming your body language.

Because now I'm just curious about what is the body language of listening?

[Sounds of the express. ]

- [ Because I don't think it's like sitting down quietly.]

[ People are really... I became actually really... I was maybe, but now I get like lately, last

two months, I get a lot of comments that I'm actually really explaining with hands, which I

like.]

- [I think most people are. Do you understand what you're saying? Those body

languages of yours are really essential. It's like you're talking with words and body

together. And I think for others, at least in Denmark, where body language is less part

of the language, it's more like a secondary part. It's like to underline a few things.] But

with you, there's just this harmony between what you're saying and the way you're

saying it.
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[Thank you. ]

- [ Another thing that cannot go on the record. Like what body language. Too bad.

Alright, well, thank you. ]

[ Thank you.]
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